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Abstract
Optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (O-OFDM) schemes are variations of OFDM
schemes which produce non-negative signals. Asymmetrically-clipped O-OFDM (ACO-OFDM) is a
single-layer O-OFDM scheme, whose spectral efficiency can be enhanced by adopting multiple ACOOFDM layers or a combination of ACO-OFDM and other O-OFDM schemes. However, since symbol
detection in such enhanced ACO-OFDM (eACO-OFDM) is done iteratively, erroneous detection leads
to residual clipping noise (RCN) which can degrade performance in practice. Thus, it is important to
develop an accurate model for RCN which can be used to design RCN-aware eACO-OFDM schemes.
To this end, this paper provides a mathematical analysis of RCN leading to an accurate model of RCN
power. The obtained model is used to analyze the performance of various eACO-OFDM schemes. It
is shown that the model provides an accurate evaluation of symbol error rate (SER), which would be
underestimated if RCN is ignored. Moreover, the model is shown to be useful for designing an RCNaware resource allocation that increases the robustness of the system in terms of meeting a target SER,
compared to an RCN-unaware design.

Index Terms
Optical OFDM; residual clipping noise; multi-layer OFDM; resource allocation; symbol-error-rate.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Optical wireless communication (OWC) has received significant research focus in recent years
[2], [3], since it is expected to complement radio wireless transmission in providing ultra-fast
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communication. Intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) is widely used to realize
OWC because of its simplicity [4], [5]. Among other schemes, orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM), a core modulation technique adopted in 4G Long-Term Evolution (LTE)
and 5G New Radio (NR), has proved its potential in OWC [6].
IM/DD OWC uses solid-state lighting devices as transmitters, which constrains the modulating
current to be non-negative. Therefore, to apply OFDM in IM/DD OWC, the traditional complexvalued OFDM design should be revisited. Several techniques have been designed to address
this issue. For instance, DC-biased optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) uses Hermitian symmetry to
construct a real-valued signal, and a direct current (DC) bias to ensure nonnegativity. On the
other hand, asymmetrically-clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM) [7] only loads symbols onto
odd subcarriers (DC subcarrier is indexed by 0), uses Hermitian symmetry, and clips (sets to
zero) the negative samples of the time-domain signal. This clipping only introduces noise in
the unused even subcarriers, which does not affect detection. Compared to DCO-OFDM, this
saves energy by avoiding an extra DC bias, at the expense of lower spectral efficiency since
fewer subcarriers are used. Pulse-amplitude-modulation discrete multi-tone (PAM-DMT) [8] is
another scheme which avoids an extra DC bias, by loading purely imaginary PAM symbols onto
all subcarriers while ensuring Hermitian symmetry, and then clipping negative samples of the
time-domain signal. This clipping introduces purely real-valued noise in the frequency domain,
which does not affect the detection of the purely imaginary symbols [8]. PAM-DMT has the
same spectral efficiency as ACO-OFDM, because only the imaginary parts of the subcarriers are
modulated.
Improving the spectral efficiecy while maintaining the energy efficiency in a clipping-based OOFDM scheme is the main motivation behind multi-layer O-OFDM schemes. Consider an extra
signal which only uses even subcarriers combined with an ACO-OFDM signal. The extra signal
does not interfere with the ACO-OFDM signal, but the ACO-OFDM signal’s clipping noise
interferes with the extra signal. Thus, detection can be applied first on the ACO-OFDM signal
(odd subcarriers) interference-free. Then, the clipping noise can be reconstructed and subtracted
from the received signal, and detection can be applied on the extra signal (even subcarriers).
This is the basic idea of enhanced ACO-OFDM (eACO-OFDM) schemes. A similar idea can
be used for enhancing PAM-DMT [9] and a digital-Hartley-transform-based scheme [10] which
are not the focus of this paper.
The extra signal occupying only even subcarriers can be a DCO-OFDM signal leading to the
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asymmetrically clipped DC-biased optical OFDM (ADO-OFDM) scheme [11], a PAM-DMT
signal leading to the hybrid ACO-OFDM (HACO-OFDM) scheme [12], or another set of ACOOFDM layers leading to the layered ACO-OFDM (LACO-OFDM) scheme [13] (also known as
spectral-and-energy-efficient OFDM (SEE-OFDM) [14]). While this enhances spectral efficiency
(all subcarriers are used), some problems arise. The addition of multiple OFDM signals leads
to a more severe peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) resulting in more peak clipping distortion
[10], [15]–[17]. Moreover, erroneous detection at the receiver leads to erreneous reconstruction of
clipping noise, which introduces distortion to the extra layers [1], [16], [18], [19]. This distortion
is called inter-layer interference in [16] and residual clipping noise (RCN) in [1].
RCN in eACO-OFDM is dealt with in two different ways in the literature. Some works assume
that it can be ignored under a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) given a constellation size, such that
detection errors are negligible [19], [20]. However, without an explicit relation between RCN,
SNR, constellation size, and error rate, this assumption only applies to examined cases. Other
studies ignore RCN by arguing that a perfect coding scheme can eliminate detection errors, and
hence also RCN [21], [22]. A recent coding scheme for LACO-OFDM suggests using a dedicated
codebook for each layer (multi-class coding) [22]. Theoretically, this can eliminate detection
errors in each layer and thus eliminate RCN. However, the use of multiple codebooks requires
rate-matching and has high complexity at both the transmitter and the receiver. This is especially
true for the last few layers of LACO-OFDM, which only have a few subcarriers, making the
use of a new codebook for each layer inefficient. Alternatively, if we want to encode all layers
of LACO-OFDM together in the presence of RCN, performance can only be maintained if the
distortion caused by RCN is quantified. Thus, an RCN power model is needed for quantifying
and maintaining the performance of eACO-OFDM schemes in practice.
RCN power models have been studied in [1], [16]. RCN power is modeled as a portion of
noise power in [1], which shows using experiments that the model can decrease the error-rate at
a given bit-rate, and balance the error-rate across layers of LACO-OFDM. However, this RCN
power model in [1] is not accurate . In [16, (13)], RCN power is assumed to be equal to the
power of detection error calculated as the product of the error probability and the square of the
distance of detection errors. Therefore, deriving an accurate RCN power model for eACO-OFDM
is still an open problem.
Optimized bit and power allocation is an aspect in eACO-OFDM and requires to know RCN
power. There are two categories bit-loading problems in multicarrier systems [23], [24]: the
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bit rate maximization problem (BRMP) which aims to maximize the overall bit rate under a
total power constraint, and the margin maximization problem (MMP) which aims at minimize
the overall power consumption for a target bit rate. Both require an RCN power model. Power
allocation and layer assignment for LACO-OFDM was studied in [25], which ignores RCN
and assumes the same total noise power in each layer. However, these assumptions lead to an
overestimation of the noise power.
In this paper, we provide a careful study of the RCN of eACO-OFDM schemes. We investigate
and model the process which generates RCN, and we propose a worst-case RCN power model
which proves useful for analyzing and optimizing eACO-OFDM schemes. The contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) Three asymptotic statistical properties of RCN are demonstrated: RCN is independent and
identically distributed in the time domain, RCN is circularly symmetric complex Gaussian
with zero mean in all effective subcarriers of the affected layers, and the correlation among
RCN signals from different layers are negligible.
2) Based on these properties, a worst-case RCN power model is proposed which is accurate
for a wide range of SNR.
3) Accurate SER evaluations for eACO-OFDM schemes are provided using the RCN power
model.
4) A globally optimized RCN-aware resource allocation scheme for eACO-OFDM is given,
which shifts complexity to the transmitter side and controls SER to be below a target SER.
This leads to a reliable eACO-OFDM scheme which is relevant in practice.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we review the ADO-OFDM, HACOOFDM, and LACO-OFDM schemes and their components. In Sec. III, we explore the statistics
of RCN and propose methods for estimating RCN power and total noise power. In Sec. IV, we
derive a theoretical expression of the SER of eACO-OFDM with RCN taken into consideration.
In Sec. V, an RCN-aware SER-controlled LACO-OFDM is demonstrated. Finally, Sec. VI shows
simulation results and Sec. VII concludes the paper.
The following notations are used throughout the paper. Bold letters represent vectors, where
a lower case (x) is used to denote a discrete-time signal and an upper case (X) is used to
denote the frequency-domain counterpart of x. FFT/IFFT(·) denote the fast Fourier transform
PN −1
−1
N −1
kn
−j 2π
N
and
and its inverse, i.e., for x = [x(n)]N
n=0 , X = [X(k)]k=0 = FFT{x} =
n=0 x(n)e
√
P
2π
N
−1
x = IFFT{X} = N1 k=0 X(k)ej N kn , where j , −1. The operators E[·] and V[·] represent
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the expectation and variance (element-wise), | · | denotes the absolute value (element-wise) of
a real number/vector or the cardinality of a set, (·)∗ denotes the conjugate, (·)+ denotes the
nonnegative part of a signal so that (x)+ =

x+|x|
,
2

k · k denotes the l2 -norm, b·c denotes the floor

operator, and ⊗ denotes convolution. The set R is the set of real numbers. For a random vector
P N −1
−1
1
2
X = [Xi ]N
i=0 , P{X} = N
i=0 E[|Xi | ] denotes the average power of X. All logarithms are
base 2, and N (µ, σ 2 ) denotes a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 .
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Three eACO-OFDM schemes are studied in this paper (ADO-OFDM, HACO-OFDM, LACOOFDM). In what follows, we first introduce the IM/DD channel model, then we introduce the
construction of some single-layer O-OFDM schemes (ACO-OFDM, DCO-OFDM and PAMDMT), and finally introduce the three eACO-OFDM schemes under a unified framework.
A. Channel Model
In IM/DD OWC, a real positive signal x(n) is transmitted by an LED, and received by a
photodiode (PD) through a channel with impulse response h(n) and real-valued additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) v0 (n). The received signal y(n) is given by
y(n) = h(n) ⊗ x(n) + v0 (n).

(1)

Note that this requires x(n) ≥ d0 where d0 is the turn-on current of the LED. Since the value of
d0 does not affect the analysis (can be absorbed into the DC component of x(n)), we set d0 = 0
for convenience. In the frequency domain, we have Y (k) = H(k)X(k) + V0 (k), where Y (k),
H(k), X(k) and V0 (k) are the FFT counterpart of y(n), h(n), x(n) and v0 (n), respectively. For
a flat channel, H(k) = 1 for all k. For a frequency-selective channel, we adopt channel-inversion
equalization in the frequency domain, which gives Y 0 (k) = H −1 (k)Y (k) = X(k) + V (k), where
V (k) = H −1 (k)V0 (k) and H(k) can be obtained by channel estimation. Therefore, the equivalent
time-domain signal after channel equalization, y 0 (n) = x(n) + v(n), has a zero-mean colored
Gaussian noise v(n).
The power of x(n) can be classified into optical power Popt , ηeo limT →∞

1
T

PT −1
n=0

x(n) (the

electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency of the LED times the DC value of x(n)), where we
assume a unified electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency, i.e., ηeo = 1(lumens per ampere),
P −1 2
without loss of generality, and electrical power Pelec , limT →∞ T1 Tn=0
x (n)R, where we
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TABLE I
Q UANTITY RELATIONS AMONG Pelec , Popt ,

AND

Peff . (ηeo = 1, R = 1.)

P 1
qopt

Pelec
ACO-OFDM

2Peff

DCO-OFDM

10Peff

PAM-DMT

2Peff

√
3q Peff

(6 + √62π )Peff
(2 + π2 )Peff

ADO-OFDM2
HACO-OFDM2
LACO-OFDM2

2Peff
π

(2 −

2
π

+

√ J
2 −1
2√
)Peff
√
(3−2 2)π 2J +1

2Peff
π
√
1
3
( √π + √2 ) Peff
√
√2
Peff
π
r
√ J
2 −1
2√
P
√
(3−2 2)π 2J +1 eff

assume a unified LED resistance, i.e., R = 1(ohm), without loss of generality. Additionally, we
define the effective power Peff as the power of the ‘useful part’ of the signal on which performance
depends, which is specified for each O-OFDM scheme in the next subsections. Table I relates
Popt , Pelec , and the effective power Peff , where the relations are proved in Appendix A.
B. Single-layer O-OFDM Schemes
A unipolar signal x(n) ≥ 0 can be constructed using OFDM in different ways, starting from
−1
a frequency domain signal S = [S(k)]N
k=0 , where N is the number of subcarriers and S(k) is

the symbol (PAM or QAM) loaded onto the kth subcarrier. To obtain a real-valued time-domain
signal, S is constrained to be Hermitian symmetric, i.e., S(k) = S ∗ (N − k) for k ∈ {0, . . . , N2 }.
To guarantee nonnegativity, several approaches can be used as explained next.
1) ACO-OFDM: ACO-OFDM only loads symbols onto odd subcarriers of the frequencydomain signal denoted by Saco (Hermitian symmetric). Thus, Saco (k) = 0 for all k ∈
/ Kaco =
{k|k = 2i − 1, i = 1, . . . , N2 }, and Saco (k) ∈ C for effective subcarriers k ∈ Kaco . Due to this
construction, saco = IFFT{Saco } satisfies saco (n) = −saco (n +

N
)
2

∀n <

N
,
2

and clipping at zero

will not cause information loss [7]. Using this property, an ACO-OFDM modulator clips at zero
and obtains a non-negative signal xaco ,
xaco = (saco )+ =

saco + |saco |
.
2

1
Here, the DC levels for all schemes are chosen to be large enough to avoid zero-clipping distortion, as specified in Sec.
II-B/C and also in Appendix A.
2

The power relations for ADO-OFDM, HACO-OFDM, and LACO-OFDM are derived under the assumption that the effective
power is distributed equally over all effective subcarriers.
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Note that the clipping operation introduces clipping noise

|saco |
2

which only occupies even

subcarriers [7]. Thus, in ACO-OFDM, the receiver simply ignores the even subcarriers of the
received signal and recovers information from the useful signal

saco
2

in odd subcarriers.

}. The relations among Pelec , Popt , and Peff are listed
For ACO-OFDM, we have Peff = P{ saco
2
in Table I, and are proved in Appendix A.
2) DCO-OFDM: In DCO-OFDM, symbols are loaded onto all subcarriers of the signal Sdco
while satisfying Hermitian symmetry, and Sdco (0) = Sdco ( N2 ) = 0. Thus, the effective subcarriers
of DCO-OFDM are subcarriers k ∈ Kdco = {k|k 6=

N
,k
2

∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}}. The DCO-OFDM

modulator then applies a DC bias ddco to the real-valued sdco = IFFT{Sdco } and clips at zero,
i.e.,
xdco = (sdco + ddco 1)+ ,

(2)

p
where 1 is an all-one vector with size N . We fix ddco = 3 V[sdco (n)] to avoid clipping distortion,
and hence xdco ≈ sdco + ddco 1. The receiver uses an FFT operation and then detects the symbols
from the effective subcarriers. The relations between Pelec , Popt , and Peff = P{sdco } are listed in
Table I, and are proved in Appendix A.
3) PAM-DMT: A PAM-DMT signal is constructed from Spam , where Spam (k) is a purely
imaginary PAM symbol for k ∈ Kpam = {k|k 6=

N
,k
2

∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}} (effective subcarriers

of PAM-DMT) and Spam (0) = Spam ( N2 ) = 0. Due to this construction, spam = IFFT{Spam } has
spam (n) = −spam (N − n − 1) ∀n <

N
,
2

and clipping at zero will not cause information loss [8].

Similar to ACO-OFDM, a PAM-DMT modulator clips at zero and obtains a non-negative signal
xpam ,
xpam = (spam )+ =
The clipping noise

|spam |
2

spam + |spam |
.
2

has a frequency-domain counterpart which is nonzero in all effective

subcarriers, but is real valued [8], and thus it does not interfere with the useful signal

spam
2

which is

imaginary. A PAM-DMT receiver can simply ignore the real part of each subcarrier and recover
the information from the imaginary part.
For PAM-DMT, we have Peff = P{

spam
}.
2

The relations among Pelec , Popt , and Peff are listed

in Table I, and are proved in Appendix A.
Next, we discuss multi-layer schemes constructed as a superposition of an ACO-OFDM layer
and additional ACO-OFDM, DCO-OFDM, or PAM-DMT layers.
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C. Multi-layer O-OFDM schemes (eACO-OFDM)
Fig. 1 describes the transmitter and receiver of multi-layer O-OFDM schemes, which is
applicable to ADO-, HACO- and LACO-OFDM. In what follows, we first describe the transmitter
in its three variants, and then describe a unified receiver.
1) eACO-OFDM Transmitter: At the transmitter side, the (PAM or QAM) constellation
symbols are first divided into J groups, where each group is transmitted over one of the J
layers (symbol grouping). We denote the set of effective subcarriers of layer j by Kj . Then,
symbols in each group are loaded onto the effective subcarriers of each layer, and the remaining
subcarriers k ∈
/ Kj are set to zero (layer-j symbol loading). This leads to Sj , which depends
on the single-layer scheme used in layer j. Finally, Sj is modulated to xj using the O-OFDM
modulation scheme of layer j (layer-j modulation), and the sum of all xj is transmitted.
In ADO-, HACO-, and LACO-OFDM, the first layer is an ACO-OFDM layer, i.e., K1 =
{k|k = 2i − 1, i ∈ {1, . . . , N2 }}, S1 = Saco , and thus x1 = xaco =

saco +|saco |
.
2

The subsequent

layers can be DCO-OFDM, PAM-DMT, or ACO-OFDM layers, as described next.
a) ADO-OFDM: In this scheme, J = 2 and the second layer employs DCO-OFDM with
K2 = {k|k 6=

N
,k
2

(2)

(2)

= 2(i − 1), i ∈ {2, . . . , N2 }} (even subcarriers). Let S2 = Sdco , where Sdco (k)
(2)

is a QAM symbol when k ∈ K2 and Sdco (k) = 0 otherwise.
(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

Then, xdco is constructed from Sdco using DCO-OFDM to yield xdco = (sdco + ddco 1)+ , where
(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

sdco = IFFT{Sdco } and ddco is sufficient large to avoid zero-clipping. Then we have x2 = xdco
and the ADO-OFDM signal is
xado =

2
X

(2)

xj = xaco + xdco .

j=1
(2)

For ADO-OFDM, we have Peff = P{ saco
+ sdco }. Assuming that Peff is distributed equally in
2
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(2)

all effective subcarriers, i.e., E[| Saco2(k1 ) |2 ] = E[|Sdco (k2 )|2 ], ∀k1 ∈ K1 , ∀k2 ∈ K2 , then we have
the relations among Pelec , Popt , and Peff as listed in Table I, which are proved in Appendix A.
b) HACO-OFDM Transmitter: In this scheme, J = 2 and PAM-DMT is employed in the
second layer with K2 = {k|k 6=

N
,k
2

(2)

= 2(i − 1), i ∈ {2, . . . , N2 }}. Let S2 = Spam , where
(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

Spam (k) is a PAM symbol when k ∈ K2 and Spam (k) = 0 otherwise. Let spam = IFFT{Spam } and
(2)

(2)

(2)

xpam = (spam )+ . Then, we have x2 = xpam and the HACO-OFDM modulation output is
xhaco =

2
X

xj = xaco + x(2)
pam .

j=1

in all effective subcarriers, i.e., E[| Saco2(k1 ) |2 ] =

(2)

spam
}. Assuming that Peff is distributed equally
2
(2)
Spam (k2 ) 2
E[| 2 | ], ∀k1 ∈ K1 , ∀k2 ∈ K2 , then we have

For HACO-OFDM, we have Peff = P{ saco
+
2

the relations between Pelec , Popt , and Peff as listed in Table I, which are proved in Appendix A.
c) LACO-OFDM Transmitter: In contrast to ADO-OFDM and HACO-OFDM which combine all the muted subcarriers of the first-layer (ACO-OFDM) into a single extra layer (DCOOFDM layer or PAM-DMT layer, respectivley), LACO-OFDM adopts another ACO-OFDM
layer as the second layer, which again leaves some subcarriers unloaded. Then, additional
ACO-OFDM layers can be included using the remaining subcarriers [13], [14]. In detail, let
(j)

(j)

Sj = Saco , j = 1, . . . , J, be the QAM symbols of layer j, where Saco (k) is non-zero for
k ∈ Kj = {k|k = 2j−1 (2i − 1), i ∈ {1, . . . , 2Nj }} and zero otherwise. This leads to a max(j)

(j)

imum number of layers J = log N2 for an N -subcarrier system. Let saco = IFFT{Saco } and
(j)

(j)

(j)

xaco = (saco )+ . Then, xj = xaco and the overall LACO-OFDM signal is
xlaco =

J
X

xj =

j=1

For LACO-OFDM, we have Peff = P{
all effective subcarriers, i.e., E[|

(j)
Saco (k)

2

x(j)
aco .

j=1
(j)

saco
j 2

P

J
X

}. Assuming that Peff is distributed equally in

|2 ] = ε, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , J} and ∀k ∈ Kj , for some ε, then

we have the relations between Pelec , Popt , and Peff as listed in Table I, which are proved in
Appendix A.
2) eACO-OFDM Receiver: A unified receiver for eACO-OFDM is introduced in this part,
which applies for ADO-, HACO-, and LACO-OFDM. For the specific receiver of each scheme,
the reader is referred to [11]–[13]. For convenience, we start the analysis after channel-inversion
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equalization, and write the received signal as
y = x + v,

(3)

N
N
where y = [y(n)]N
n=1 , x = [x(n)]n=1 , and v = [v(n)]n=1 is the noise after channel-inversion

equalization.
As shown in Fig. 1b, detection is done iteratively, starting with layer 1 (j = 1 in Fig. 1b)
followed by layers j = 2, 3, . . ., respectively, until symbols of all layers are detected.
The signal used for detection of symbols in layer j is given by
yj−1 = y −

j−1
X

x̂t ,

(4)

t=1

for j > 1, and by y0 = y for j = 1. Thus, yj−1 can be understood as the remaining signal after
detecting and subtracting layers 1, . . . , j − 1 and will be used to detect layer j.
The signal yj−1 is first transformed to the frequency domain (FFT). Then, the effective
subcarriers of layer j are selected (layer-j selection) leading to Yj , and the symbols loaded
onto these subcarriers are detected (layer-j detection) leading to Ŝj . To remove the contribution
of this layer from the subsequent layers, Ŝj is remodulated (layer-j modulation) leading to x̂j ,
which is then subtracted from yj−1 leading to yj .
This receiver process induces distortion due to residual clipping noise (RCN) as follows. The
first ACO-OFDM layer has clipping noise in even subcarriers. This will interfere with the layers
2, . . . , J. If x̂1 is not a perfect reconstruction of x1 (due to detection errors in layer 1), then
y1 in (4) will contain RCN from the first layer. This will only affect layer 2 in ADO-OFDM
and HACO-OFDM. Since LACO-OFDM may have J > 2 layers of ACO-OFDM, RCN is
accumulated layer by layer.
To understand the effects of RCN on the performance of all eACO-OFDM schemes, the next
section analyses RCN in detail.
III. A NALYSIS ON R ESIDUAL C LIPPING N OISE
In this section, we analyse RCN by deriving its mathematical expression, proving some
statistical properties, and then using these to model the power of RCN in each layer, which
enables the estimation of RCN power and total noise power in each subcarrier.
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A. Mathematical Expression of RCN and Total Noise
In the eACO-OFDM receiver, the output of the detection process in Fig. 1b can be written as

Ŝj = Sj + Ej ,

(5)

N −1
where Ej = [Ej (k)]k=0
and Ej (k) is the detection-error in subcarrier k of layer j. In the time

domain, we have ŝj = sj + ej , where ŝj = IFFT{ŝj } and ej = IFFT{Ej }. Since the first layer
is an ACO-OFDM layer, then x̂1 is given by
1
x̂1 = (ŝ1 )+ = (s1 + e1 + |s1 + e1 |).
2

(6)

Then, from (4), the second iteration at the receiver starts from
y1 =

J
X

xt + v − x̂1

t=1

=

J
X
t=2

=

J
X
t=2

1
1
xt + v + (s1 + |s1 |) − (s1 + e1 + |s1 + e1 |)
2
2
1
1
xt + v − e1 + (|s1 | − |s1 + e1 |).
2
2

(7)

In (7), v interferes with all layers; 21 e1 has a frequency-domain counterpart 12 E1 which is only
nonzero in the effective subcarriers of layer 1 (odd sybcarriers), and thus will not interfere with
layers higher than 1. The term 12 (|s1 | − |s1 + e1 |) is the RCN which interferes with layers j > 1.
To generalize this, consider iteration j + 1 at the receiver. From (4), this iteration starts from
yj =

J
X

xt + v −

t=1

=

J
X
t>j

In (8),

1
2

Pj

t=1

j
X

x̂t

t=1
j

xt + v −

j

X1
1X
et +
(|st | − |st + et |).
2 t=1
2
t=1

(8)

et is the time-domain error signal induced by the detection errors in layers

1, . . . , j, whose frequency-domain counterpart is nonzero only in the effective subcarriers of layP
ers 1, . . . , j, and thus does not interfere with layers j+1, . . . , J. The term jt=1 21 (|st | − |st + et |)
in (8) is the RCN caused by layers 1, . . . , j, which interferes with all layers j + 1, . . . , J. For
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convenience, we denote the RCN from layer t as
1
δt = (|st | − |st + et |).
2

(9)

Note that |δt (n)| ≤ 21 |et (n)| which can be shown using the reverse triangle inequality.3
Using this, we can write the total noise after removing layer j as
zj = v +

j
X

δt ,

(10)

t=1

for j > 0, and z0 = v for j = 0.
Note that the total noise expression (10) applies for the three eACO-OFDM schemes, with
j ∈ {0, 1} for ADO-OFDM and HACO-OFDM; and j ∈ {0, . . . , J −1} for LACO-OFDM. Next,
we study some statistical properties of RCN, which are useful for modeling the RCN power.
B. Statistical Properties of RCN
RCN δt and noise v result in detection errors. The error rate can be evaluated analytically
for a given QAM constellation if the statistics of total noise is known [26]. This necessitates
studying the statistics of RCN. In this section, we provide three statistical properties of RCN
which will facilitate error rate evaluation of eACO-OFDM (discussed next section).
First, we state two lemmas which are required to prove statistical properties of RCN, and can
be proved using the Lyapunov central limit theorem [27, Example 27.4].
Lemma 1. Consider N complex-valued random variables X(k), k = 0, 1, . . . , N −1, that satisfy
E[X(k)] = 0 and |X(k)| ≤ K < ∞ ∀k, where K is a constant, and Hermitian symmetry, i.e.,
P −1
j 2π
kn
2
N
X(k) = X ∗ (N − k) for 0 < k < N2 . Let V[X(k)] = σX
(k) and x(n) = N1 N
.
k=0 X(k)e

P
d
−1 2
4
Then x(n) →
− N 0, N12 N
k=0 σX (k) as N → ∞.
Lemma 2. Consider N i.i.d. real-valued random variables x(n), n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, that
have mean µx , variance σx2 , and satisfy |x(n)| ≤ A < ∞ ∀n, where A is a constant. Let
PN −1
d
kn
−j 2π
N
. Then, X(k) →
− CN (0, N σx2 ) when N → ∞ ∀k ∈
/ {0, N2 }, and
X(k) =
n=0 x(n)e
d

− N (0, N σx2 ).
X( N2 ) →
3

Reverse triangle inequality states that, ∀a, b ∈ R, |a| − |b| ≤ |a − b|.

4 d

−
→ represents convergence in distribution.
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N −1
−1
Now let ∆t = [∆t (k)]k=0
= FFT{δt } and Et = [Et (k)]N
k=0 = FFT{et } be the IFFT of δt

and et , respectively, and let Bt , {k|k = 2t−1 2(i − 1), i ∈ {1, . . . , 2Nt }, k 6= 0, k 6=

N
}
2

denote

the set of subcarriers affected by RCN from layer t. Then for an eACO-OFDM system with
Gaussian noise, channel-inversion equalization, QAM and ML-detection, we have the following
three properties of RCN:
1) When |Kt | is large enough, the time-domain RCN δt (n) is independent and identical
distributed (i.i.d.) with respect to n;
d

2) When |Kt | is large enough, the frequency-domain RCN ∆t (k) →
− CN (0, N σδ2t ), for all
k ∈ Bt , where σδ2t = V[δt (n)] which is independent of n by property 1;
3) The covariance of the frequency-domain RCN from layers t1 and t2 is negligible for any
k and t2 6= t1 . Since E{∆t (k)}=0 by property 2, this implies that E{∆t1 (k)∆∗t2 (k)} ≈ 0.
The first two properties can be proved using Lemmas 1 and 2. The third property will not be
proved, but is supported by simulations.
Proof of Property 1 and 2: First recall from the definition of the time-domain RCN in (9) that
δt = 21 (|st | − |st + et |). The proof follows five steps which show that (i) st (n) is i.i.d. Gaussian,
(ii) e1 (n) is i.i.d. Gaussian, (iii) δ1 (n) is i.i.d., and (iv) ∆1 (k) is zero-mean circularly-symmetric
complex Gaussian identically ∀k ∈ B1 . Then, we use these steps to prove properties 1 and 2 by
induction.
Step (i): As QAM symbols are transmitted on St (k) equiprobably for k ∈ Kt and St (k) = 0
∀k ∈
/ Kt , it follows that St (k) has zero-mean and is bounded. Moreover, St has Hermitian
P −1
d
V[S
(k)]
as |Kt | →
symmetry. Then it follows from Lemma 1 that st (n) →
− N 0, N12 N
t
k=0
2π

−1
∞ for all n. Moreover, due to the approximate orthogonality of the vectors [ej N kn1 ]N
k=0 and
2π

−1
[ej N kn2 ]N
k=0 when N → ∞ (which holds if |Kt | → ∞), it follows that st (n1 ) and st (n2 ) are

independent, ∀ n1 6= n2 when |Kt | is large.
Step (ii): From (5), we have that E1 (k) = Ŝ1 (k) − S1 (k) for k ∈ K1 and E1 (k) = 0 otherwise,
where Ŝ1 (k) is the detection outcome of S1 (k). Since S1 is Hermitian-symmetric, and the realvalued time-domain noise has a Hermitian-symmetric frequency-domain counterpart, it follows
that Ŝ1 is Hermitian-symmetric, and hence E1 is also Hermitian-symmetric. Note also that since
Ŝ1 (k) and S1 (k) are bounded (bounded QAM constellation), then E1 (k) is also bounded. Now
since Z0 (k) = V (k) (cf. (10)) has zero-mean and a symmetric probability density function, then

P −1
d
E1 (k) has zero-mean. Using Lemma 1, we conclude that e1 (n) →
− N 0, N12 N
k=0 V[E1 (k)] as
|K1 | → ∞ for any n. The independence between e1 (n1 ) and e1 (n2 ), ∀ n1 6= n2 when N → ∞
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can be proved similar to st (n) in the previous paragraph.
Step (iii): Note that δ1 (n) = 21 (|s1 (n)|−|s1 (n)+e1 (n)|), where s1 (n) and e1 (n) are respectively
i.i.d. (from (i) and (ii)). Moreover, the independence of s1 (n1 ) and e1 (n2 ) for any n1 6= n2 when
N → ∞ can be proved similar to st (n) in step (i). Thus, δ1 (n) is i.i.d.. Denote its variance by
σδ21 .
Step (iv): For k ∈ B1 , ∆1 (k) =

PN −1
n=0

2π

δ1 (n)e−j N kn , where δ1 (n) is i.i.d. (cf. step (iii)). Since

|δ1 (n)| ≤ 21 |e1 (n)| (cf. (9)) and e1 (n) is a Gaussian random variable with small variance for
large |K1 | (cf. proof of (ii)), then |δ1 (n)| is bounded for large |K1 |. Thus, from Lemma 2, we
d

have ∆1 (k) →
− CN (0, N σδ21 ) as |K1 | → ∞ for all k ∈ B1 .
Now the above steps can be used to prove properties 1 and 2 by induction. Since ∆1 (k) is
P
zero-mean Gaussian for k ∈ Bt (iv), then Zt (k) = V (k) + ti=1 ∆i (k) with t = 1 is zero-mean
Gaussian for k ∈ B1 . Following the same lines of steps (ii), (iii), and (iv), it follows that δ2 (n)
is i.i.d. and ∆2 (k) is zero-mean Gaussian for k ∈ B2 . Repeating these steps for all t = 2, 3, . . .
with |Kt | large proves properties 1 and 2.
Evidence of Property 3: We do not provide a formal proof of property 3, but rather an intuitive
explanation supported by numerical simulations in Fig. 3. As system noise v is always the major
stimulator of detection errors, then ∆t (k) depends more on system noise than on RCN from
lower layers. Since system noise is independent across layers, ∆t (k) will be almost independent
across layers. Fig. 4 shows that system noise power is much larger than RCN power for a wide
range of SNR. This supports property 3.
Remark 1. Properties 1-3 do not require equal bit-loading and uniform noise power spectrum.
Remark 2. Properties 1-3 are only exact asymptotically when |Kt | → ∞, and become less
precise when |Kt | is small. Nevertheless, the approximation is still acceptable for small |Kt | as
shown in Fig. 2, 4, and 5.
d

Remark 3. Note that we also have ∆t ( N2 ) →
− N (0, N σδ2t ) which can be proved by Lemma 2.
PN −1
Moreover, as δt (n) is i.i.d., it is straightforward to prove that ∆t (0) =
n=0 δt (n) satisfies
E[∆t (0)] = N E[δt (n)] and V[∆t (0)] = N σδ2t which is equal to V[∆t (k)], ∀k ∈ Bt ∪ { N2 }. This
will be needed in Sec. III-C.
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C. Worst-case RCN Power Model
Recall that |δt (n)| ≤ 12 |et (n)|, which implies
N −1
1
1
1 X
P{δt } ≤ P{et } =
P{Et } =
P{Et (k)},
4
4N
4N 2 k=0

(11)

from Parseval’s theorem. This forms a worst-case model for the power of the time-domain
RCN P{δt } in terms of P{Et (k)}. A worst-case model of the power of the frequency-domain
RCN can be obtained using P{∆t } = N P{δt } from Parsevel’s theorem. It remains to derive a
worst-case model of the power of the frequency-domain RCN per subcarrier, i.e., ∆t (k).
Using Remark 3 and property 2, we have P{∆t (0)} = V[∆t (0)] + E2 {∆t (0)} ≥ V[∆t (k)] =
P{∆t (k)} for any k ∈ Bt . Thus, P{∆t (0)} ≥ P{∆t ( N2 )} = P{∆t (k)} for any k ∈ Bt .
Moreover, P{∆t (k)} = 0 for k ∈
/ Bt ∪ {0, N2 }. Using these, and since ∆t (k) is i.i.d. for k ∈ Bt
(property 2), then P{∆t } =

1
(P{∆t (0)}
N

+ (|Bt | + 1)P{∆t (k)}) ≥

|Bt |+2
P{∆t (k)}
N

for any

k ∈ Bt . Then, since P{∆t } = N P{δt }, we obtain the following for k ∈ Bt
N −1
1 X
N2
N2
1 X
P{E
(
k̃)}
=
P{δt } ≤
P{∆t (k)} ≤
P{Et (k̃)},
t
|Bt | + 2
|Bt | + 2 4N 2
4|Kt |
k̃=0

(12)

k̃∈Kt

where the last equality follows since P{Et (k)} = 0 for k ∈
/ Kt and since |Kt | = |Bt | + 2. This
provides a worst-case estimation of P{∆t (k)} in terms of the detection error power P{Et (k)}.
Next, we relate P{Et (k)} with the QAM constellation and noise power using the following
definition.
Definition 1. For a complex AWGN channel Y = X +Z with input X uniformly distributed over
an M -QAM constellation with a minimum Euclidean distance dmin , Gaussian noise Z with variance σ 2 , and detection outcome X̂, let f(dmin , σ 2 , M ) be a function which maps (dmin , σ 2 , M ) to a
real number which equals the power of detection errors over this channel, i.e., f(dmin , σ 2 , M ) =
E{|X − X̂|2 }.
A method for approximating f(dmin , σ 2 , M ) is described in Appendix B and will be used in
the simulations.
Denote the QAM constellation size used in subcarrier k of layer t by Mt (k). Suppose that
before detection, Yj is scaled by 2 to recover the original scale of the constellation before
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clipping5 . Then, the power of noise in subcarrier k of layer t becomes 4P{Zt−1 (k)} (to be derived
in the next subsection). The minimum Euclidean distance of the constellation in subcarrier k
can be written as [26]

s
dt (k) =

6P{St (k)}
.
Mt (k) − 1

(13)

Note that (13) is only accurate for square QAM constellations or rectangular QAM constellations
with a large constellation size [26]. Using Definition 1, we have

P{Et (k)} = f dt (k), 4P{Zt−1 (k)}, Mt (k) .

(14)

Then from (12), we have
P{∆t (k)} ≤ Ptw ,


1 X
f dt (k̃), 4P{Zt−1 (k̃)}, Mt (k̃) ,
4|Kt |

(15)

k̃∈Kt

where Ptw represents the worst-case RCN power. For each t, Ptw is the same for k ∈ Bt and is
always 0 for k ∈
/ Bt .
D. Worst-Case Total Noise Power
The frequency-domain counterpart of (10) is
Zj (k) = V (k) +

j
X

∆t (k), j > 0,

(16)

t=1

Thus,
P{Zj (k)} =

E[Zj (k)Zj∗ (k)]

j
j
X
X


= E [V (k) +
∆t (k)][V (k) +
∆t (k)]∗ .
t=1

(17)

t=1

Since ∆t (k) is RCN from layer t − 1 and V (k) is noise in layer t, ∆t (k) is independent of
V (k) for k ∈ Bt . Also, E[∆t1 (k)∆∗t2 (k)] ≈ 0 for t1 6= t2 (Property 3). Then, (17) can be written
as
P{Zj (k)} = P{V (k)} +

j
X
t=1

P{∆t (k)}≤ P{V (k)} +

j
X

Ptw ,

(18)

t=1

where the last inequality follows from (15).
5

Recall that the clipping in ACO-OFDM halves the amplitude of the effective subcarriers, as described in Sec. II.
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Now, using (15) and (18), we can upper bound the RCN power P{∆t (k)} and the total
noise power P{Zj (k)}. The bounds can be used to obtain worst-case values of RCN and
total noise power iteratively, as follows. For t = 0, we have P0w = 0 and P{Z0 (k)} =

P
1
P{V (k)}. Consequently, for t = 1, we obtain P1w = 2N
k∈K1 f d1 (k), 4P{V (k)}, M1 (k)
and P{Z1 (k)} ≤ P{V (k)} + P1w . Using P1w and P{V (k)} + P1w as worst-case RCN and total

P
noise powers, respectively, we obtain P2w = N1 k∈K2 f d2 (k), 4(P{V (k)} + P1w ), M2 (k) and
P{Z2 (k)} ≤ P{V (k)} + P1w + P2w for t = 2, and so on.
The quality of this worst-case RCN power model will be evaluated in Sec. VI-C. In the following sections, we use the RCN power model for performance analysis and system optimization
of eACO-OFDM.
IV. S YMBOL E RROR P ROBABILITY OF E ACO-OFDM
In this section, we derive the theoretical symbol error probabilities of the three eACO-OFDM
schemes assuming an AWGN channel and ML detection, while taking RCN into account.
Given an arbitrary M -QAM or M -PAM symbol of average power ε transmitted through an
AWGN channel with noise variance σ 2 , and given a receiver which adopts ML detection, the
symbol error rate is given by [26]
√
M −1
QAM
2
pe (M, ε, σ ) = 4 √
Q
M
√
M −1
PAM
2
pe (M, ε, σ ) = 2 √
Q
M

! "
√
3ε
M −1
√
· 1− √
Q
M − 1σ
M
!
√
6ε
√
,
M 2 − 1σ
√

√

3ε
√
M − 1σ

!#
,

(19)

(20)

Using these expressions, and the worst-case RCN power model from last section, we can evaluate
the performance of eACO-OFDM schemes as described next.
A. ADO-OFDM
Both layers of ADO-OFDM use QAM. Denote the constellation size of subcarrier k of layer
j by Mj (k). In the first layer, the signal amplitude is halved because of clipping, and hence ε in
(19) is equal to
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P{S1 (k)}
.
4

Also, the total noise power is P{V (k)}. Thus the error probability is


P{S1 (k)}
ado
QAM
pe,1 (k) = pe
M1 (k),
, P{V (k)} .
(21)
4
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In the second layer, ε in (19) is equal to P{S2 (k)} since there is no clipping, and the total noise
power is P{Z1 (k)} ≤ P{V (k)} + P1w by (18). Thus the error probability is
QAM
M2 (k), P{S2 (k)}, P{Z1 (k)}
pado
e,2 (k) = pe




≤ pQAM
M2 (k), P{S2 (k)}, P{V (k)} + P1w .
e

(22)

Denote the number of loaded effective subcarriers in all layers by N 0 ≤ N − 2. Then, the
overall error probability is the average of the error probabilities of all effective subcarriers, i.e.,
P
P ado
j=1,2
k pe,j (k)
ado
pe =
.
(23)
N0
B. HACO-OFDM
The two layers of HACO-OFDM use QAM and PAM respectively. Both layers have clipping,
which halves the signal amplitude leading to ε =

P{Sj (k)}
4

in (19) and (20). The noise power in

layers 1 and 2 is P{V (k)} and P{Z1 (k)} ≤ P{V (k)} + P1w (using (18)), respectively. Thus the
error probabilities of the two layers are


P{S1 (k)}
haco
QAM
pe,1 (k) = pe
M1 (k),
, P{V (k)} ,
4


P{S2 (k)}
haco
PAM
, P{Z1 (k)}
pe,2 (k) = pe
M2 (k),
4


P{S2 (k)}
PAM
w
≤ pe
, P{V (k)} + P1 .
M2 (k),
4

(24)

(25)

The overall error probability is
P
phaco
=
e

j=1,2

P

k
N0

phaco
e,j (k)

,

(26)

where N 0 is the number of loaded effective subcarriers in all layers.
C. LACO-OFDM
Each layer uses QAM and has clipping, which halves the signal amplitude. This leads to
ε =

P{Sj (k)}
4
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P{V (k)} +

Pj−1
t=1

Pjw in layer j + 1, j ∈ {1, . . . , J − 1} (using (18)). Thus the error probability

of layer j is
placo
e,j (k)

=

pQAM
e

≤ pQAM
e



P{Sj (k)}
Mj (k),
, P{Zj−1 (k)}
4
Mj (k),

P{Sj (k)}
, P{V (k)} +
4

j−1
X

!
Ptw

.

(27)

t=1

The overall error probability is
placo
e,j (k)
,
N0

P P
placo
e

=

j

k

(28)

where N 0 is the number of loaded effective subcarriers in all layers.
Now we are able to evaluate the SER of the eACO-OFDM schemes with higher accuracy
since the RCN is included in the expression. The quality of this evaluation is shown numerically
in Sec. VI-D. Next, we show how these results can be used for RCN-aware system optimization.
V. RCN-AWARE S YSTEM O PTIMIZATION
In this section, we discuss an exemplary RCN-aware resource-allocation application, that serves
to demonstrate the usefulness of the RCN model for designing a reliable LACO-OFDM scheme
in the presence of RCN without using multi-class coding.
Since RCN is accumulated layer by layer in LACO-OFDM, subcarriers from different layers
are distorted by different levels of RCN power. This affects the optimization of bit loading and
power allocation. If RCN is not taken into account in this optimization, the scheme may fail
to deliver the expected performance. Using the proposed RCN power model, we propose an
RCN-aware SER-controlled LACO-OFDM design which makes the scheme more reliable.
We consider a bit-rate maximization problem (BRMP) in LACO-OFDM, where the allocated
power and bits of each subcarrier are adaptively changed according to the channel condition,
to meet power and error rate constraints. Under these assumptions, we propose an RCN-aware
iterative algorithm for bit loading and power allocation. Denote the number of bits loaded into
subcarrier k by B(k), the effective power allocated to subcarrier k by Ps (k), i.e., P{

Sj (k)
}
2

=

Ps (k), and the ‘effective power’ budget by Peff , which can be obtained from the electrical power
budget Pelec or optical power budget Popt using Table I. Also, denote the worst-case total noise
(0)

power of each subcarrier by Pz (k), which is initialized to Pz (k) = P{Z0 (k)} = P{V (k)} at
iteration i = 0. Then, B(k), Ps (k) and Pz (k) are updated iteratively as follows.
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1) Set i = 0, and Φ = {1, . . . , N − 1}.
(i)
Ps (k),

(i)



P

|H(k)|2 Ps (k)



subject to
2) Calculate
k ∈ Φ, by solving maxPs(i) (k) k∈Φ log 1 +
(i)
Pz (k)
P
(i)
2
k∈Φ Ps (k) ≤ N Peff , where H(k) is the channel magnitude in subcarrier k.


2 (i)
3) Set B (i) (k) = bRΓ (k)c, k ∈ Φ, where RΓ (k) = log 1 + |H(k)| P(i)s (k) , pe is a given SER
Γ(pe )Pz (k)

2
constraint, and Γ(pe ) = 13 Q−1 41 pe
[28].
4) If B (i) (k) = 0 for some k ∈ Φ, update Φ to Φ \ {k|B (i) (k) = 0} and repeat from step 2.
P k −1 w
(i+1)
(i+1)
5) Calculate Pz
(k) for all k using (18), i.e., Pz
(k) = P{V (k)} + jt=1
Pt where jk
is the index of the layer which contains effective subcarrier k, i.e., k ∈ Kjk . To calculate
Ptw , use (15) with Mt (k) = 2B
(i+1)

6) If kPz

(i) (k)

(i)

and P{St (k)} = 4Ps (k).

(i)

− Pz k2 >  where  

(i)

kPz k2
N

(i)

and Pz

(i)

−1
= [Pz (k)]N
k=0 , increment i, set

Φ = {1, . . . , N − 1}, and repeat from step 2, otherwise, end the algorithm.
If RCN power is perfectly estimated, then the bit loading scheme from step 3 will be able
to maintain the SER below pe . Sec. VI-E shows simulation results of the proposed SERcontrolled LACO-OFDM scheme, and it also shows that the number of iterations required in the
optimization is small.
VI. S IMULATIONS AND D ISCUSSIONS
In this section, we use simulations to examine the main conclusions of the former sections. In
all the following simulations, N = 1024 and P{v} = 1. All the available subcarriers are used to
transmit information, which means LACO-OFDM has 9 layers. Monte-Carlo simulation uses 104
independent runs, and in each run, information symbols and noise are generated randomly. Define
γ = 10 log10

Pelec
(dB)
P{v}

as the signal to noise ratio (SNR), and define γeff = 10 log10

Peff
(dB)
P{v}

as

the effective SNR. The relation between γeff and γ follows the relation between Peff and Pelec in
Table I. In all simulations except for the last one (which adopts power allocation), Peff is equally
distributed in all effective subcarriers. To avoid redundancy, some simulations only test LACOOFDM, as ADO-OFDM and HACO-OFDM show similar results or patterns. Unless otherwise
specified, a flat AWGN channel is considered and ACO-OFDM uses 64QAM in each subcarrier
as a default.
A. Statistics of RCN and model mismatch
This simulation examines RCN property 2, i.e., the Gaussianity of ∆t (k) (its variance is
examined in Sec. VI-C.) We choose γeff = 0 or 20dB. For each t, the real and imaginary parts
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Fig. 2. Simulated CDF of ∆t (k), t = 1, . . . , 8, k = 256, with normalized samples. SNR=0 and 20dB lead to similar results.
The dots depict the CDF of N (0, 1) as a reference.

of ∆t (k), k ∈ Bt , are collected into two sample sets, each set is normalized by dividing the
variance of the combined sample sets of the real and imaginary parts of ∆t (k), and a cumulative
distribution function (CDF) is generated for each, as shown in Fig. 2, where subcarrier k = 256
is taken as an example and similar results hold for other tested values of k. It can be seen that
the obtained CDF of the normalized ∆t (k) samples is close to CN (0, 1) for most t. A mismatch
occurs when t = 6, 7, 8, which are layers with 16, 8, and 4 effective subcarriers, respectively. The
mismatch is mainly caused by the small number of effective subcarriers, which is not enough to
obtain reliable statistics. It is worth to note that irrespective of N , model mismatch was observed
only when the number of effective subcarriers of a layer is less than 32. Such a mismatch leads
to an underestimated RCN power in our tested cases, but is acceptable as shown in the later
simulations.
B. Covariance of Frequency-Domain RCN
This simulation examines RCN property 3. We evaluate the normalized covariance of ∆t1 (k)
and ∆t2 (k) for some sample values of k, defined as
n

o
E ∆t1 (k) − E{∆t1 (k)} ∆∗t2 (k) − E{∆∗t2 (k)}
p
.
ρt1 ,t2 (k) =
V[∆t1 (k)]V[∆t2 (k)]
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Fig. 3. Correlation coefficient between frequency-domain RCN from different layers for k = 256.

Fig. 3 shows the result for γeff = 0dB. It can be seen that |ρt1 ,t2 (k)| = 1 for t1 = t2 and
|ρt1 ,t2 (k)| ≈ 0 otherwise. The same result was observed for γeff = 10, 20, and 30dB, and for
randomly selected values of k. Since ∆t (k) has zero mean (cf. property 2 and Fig. 2), this
implies that E{∆t1 (k)∆∗t2 (k)} ≈ 0, and supports property 3.
C. RCN Power Estimation in an AWGN Channel
We examine the performance of the worst-case RCN power model in (11). Since the accuracy
of the model depends on f(·, ·, ·) which is approximated by considering a specific number of rims
in the QAM constellation as discussed in Appendix B, we evaluate performance under different
numbers of rims.
Fig. 4a compares the simulated and the estimated RCN power from layer 1 P{δ1 } using
(11), under a flat AWGN channel, where P{Et (k)} is estimated using (14) with 1, 2, or 3 rims.
When only one rim is considered, pb , pc in (31) should be set to 0, and when only two rims are
considered, pc in (31) should be set to 0. The figure shows that the estimated RCN power is more
accurate when more rims are considered at low effective SNR, and is accurate at moderate/high
effective SNR for any number of rims. Moreover, 3 rims are shown to be enough to obtain a
good estimation in the whole tested range of γeff . It can also be seen that using the power of
detection error P{e1 } to approximate RCN power P{δ1 } (as suggested in [16, (13)]) results in
an overestimation of RCN power.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of simulated and estimated RCN power a flat AWGN channel.

Fig. 4b compares simulated and estimated P{δt }, t = 1, . . . , 8 using 3 rims under a flat
AWGN channel with γeff = 0, 10dB, and 20dB, respectively. It can be seen that the estimated
P{δt } closely follows the simulation results. The estimation performance is generally better
when γeff is moderate/large. When γeff is small, accurate estimation of detection-error power
P{Et (k)} requires more than 3 rims. Similarly, in high layers such as layers 6, 7, 8, RCN
is accumulated leading to stronger noise, and thus more rims are also required for accurate
estimation of P{Et (k)}. This leads to an underestimation of RCN power in some cases. Another
reason for the underestimation of RCN power in high layers is the model mismatch when the
number of effective subcarriers is small.
We also run a similar simulation in a frequency-selective channel with channel-inversion
equalization at the receiver. The channel gain of the tested frequency-selective channel is the
one shown in [1, Fig. 4b] converted to our 1024-subcarrier LACO-OFDM system. Simulation
results are given in Fig. 5, which shows similar trends as in Fig. 4, i.e., the estimated RCN
power is close to the simulated value for each layer under each γeff .
D. SER Evaluation
In this simulation, the SER for ADO-OFDM, HACO-OFDM and LACO-OFDM discussed in
Sec. IV is examined. For a fair comparison, all schemes are tested under the same electrical
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Fig. 5. Comparison of simulated and estimated RCN power in a frequency-selective AWGN channel.

power Pelec and a modulation order of 16, i.e., Mt (k) = 16, ∀t, k ∈ Bt . Each scheme equally
distributes its effective power Peff in all effective subcarriers, where Peff is obtained from Pelec
using Table I.
Fig. 6a compares the simulated SER with evaluated SER using an RCN-aware and an RCNunaware model, in a flat AWGN channel. In the RCN-aware evaluation, the total noise power is
evaluated using (18), otherwise the total noise power is P{V (k)}. It can be seen the RCN-aware
SER evaluation always matches the simulation results, while the RCN-unaware SER evaluation
does not for most of the SNR in LACO-OFDM and ADO-OFDM. The figure shows that HACOOFDM has the best tolerance to RCN among the three schemes, as the RCN-unaware SER is
close to the simulation result. This is because PAM-DMT subcarriers only use imaginary symbols
and thus are not affected by the the real part of RCN. Similar results can be seen in Fig. 6b
which compares the SER in the frequency-selective AWGN channel in [1, Fig. 4b] with channelinversion equalization at the receiver. Again, the RCN-aware SER evaluation closely matches
the simulation results.
Note that a similar trend as in Fig. 6 has been observed for smaller N , such as N = 64
instead of 1024, which indicates that the model is relevant even at relatively small N .
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Fig. 6. Simulated and evaluated SER comparison for ADO-OFDM, HACO-OFDM and LACO-OFDM in an AWGN channel,
where 16-QAM (or 16-PAM for the PAM-DMT layer of HACO-OFDM) is used in all subcarriers. The filled (empty) circle,
triangle, and square markers represent the theoretical RCN-aware (RCN-unaware) SER evaluation of ADO-OFDM, HACOOFDM and LACO-OFDM, respectively.

E. SER-controlled LACO-OFDM
Here, we examine the SER-controlled LACO-OFDM scheme proposed in Sec. V under the
frequency-selective channel in [1, Fig. 4b]. We use (28) to obtain the theoretical SER performance
of the proposed resource allocation scheme. The theoretical SER are compared to simulated SER
to show the accuracy of the proposed SER calculation. For resource allocation, the SER target
is set at pe = 10−2 (as an example) which leads to a BER in the order of 10−3 . The convergence
i 2

criterion is set  = 10−3 kPNz k .
Fig. 7a compares the theoretical and simulation SER performance of the resource allocation
scheme. Both RCN-aware and RCN-unaware resource allocation are considered, where RCN(i+1)

unaware resource allocation is realized by using Pz
= P{V (k)} in the resource allocation
P
(i+1)
k −1
algorithm instead of Pz
= P{V (k)} + jt=1
Ptw . It can be seen that most theoretical and
simulated SER values match for most Peff . Mismatch happens when the average number of bits
per subcarrier is 1 or 3, i.e., when 2QAM and 8QAM are used, which makes (19) inaccurate
[26]. It can also be seen that RCN-aware resource allocation controls the SER perfectly under
the 10−2 constraint for almost all γeff , which guarantees the SER performance. For gray-coding
at high γeff , BER can be evaluated from SER through the relation BER ≈
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Fig. 7. Performance of SER-controlled LACO-OFDM under a 10−2 target SER constraint. The dotted line and the dashed line
are almost overlapping.

average number of bits per subcarrier among all the layers. Take the 15 − 30dB γeff region as an
example. In this region, the average number of bits per subcarrier is from 3 to 8, thus the BER
is in the range from 1.25 × 10−3 to 3.33 × 10−3 . When the BER range is known, coding schemes
can be chosen to provide guaranteed coding gain [28], [29], and leading to a more predictable
coding performance (BER after decoding). Therefore, the proposed RCN power model and
the proposed SER-controlled LACO-OFDM resource allocation scheme can guarantee reliable
system performance. Fig. 7a also shows that 2 iterations of the resource allocation algorithm
lead to an SER which is almost the same as the SER after convergence.
Fig. 7b shows the average number of bits per subcarrier allocated under each γeff . The figure
shows that the RCN-aware scheme is more conservative in allocating bits than the RCN-unaware
scheme, since it takes RCN into account. This is reflected as higher reliability in Fig. 7a since
the target SER is more likely to be met than when RCN-unaware allocation is used.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied residual clipping noise in several enhanced ACO-OFDM schemes,
including ADO-OFDM, HACO-OFDM, and LACO-OFDM. We proposed a worst-case RCN
power model, which provides an accurate evaluation of total noise power and symbol error rate,
and is the first accurate RCN power model in the literature. Using the proposed RCN power
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model, we have proposed an RCN-aware resource allocation algorithm for enhanced ACOOFDM, which is reliable in terms of achieving a target SER performance. The proposed model
can be used in general system analysis and optimization research in enhanced ACO-OFDM,
such as bit loading, power allocation, data rate maximization, error rate minimization, etc., and
is hence of practical significance.
It is worthwhile to note that, as future work, it would be interesting to extend this model to
systems with a peak intensity constraint, where peak-clipping distortion should be accounted for.
Moreover, it is interesting to study the trade-off between complexity and error-rate performance
when the RCN-aware design is combined with channel coding, which will shed light on the
design of practical eACO-OFDM systems.
A PPENDIX A
D ERIVATION OF P OWER R ELATIONS
This section proves the power relations listed in Table I. We first recall Lemma 1 in Sec. III-B
which will be used in what follows. Lemma 1 states that if the number of loaded subcarriers in
S(k) is large, and S(k) is zero-mean and bounded for all k and Hermitian symmetric, then s(n)
converges in distribution for all n to a Gaussian distribution N (0, σ 2 ) for some σ 2 . Consequently,
whose distribution (for all n)
clipping out negative s(n) generates x(n) = (s(n))+ = s(n)+|s(n)|
2

is Nc 0, σ 2 , [0, ∞) defined by the probability density function

2

 √ 1 e− 2σx 2 x > 0,
2πσ
(30)
pX (x) =

1
 δ(x)
x = 0,
2
with mean E{x(n)} =

√σ
2π

and second moment E{x2 (n)} =

σ2
,
2

where δ(x) is the Dirac impulse.

An ACO-OFDM signal is given by xaco (n) = (saco (n))+ . By Lemma 1, saco (n) ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) for

P −1
2
some σ 2 . Hence, xaco (n) ∼ Nc 0, σ 2 , [0, ∞) for all n. Thus, Pelec = N1 N
n=0 E[xaco (n)] by the
P −1
2
law of large numbers, leading to Pelec = σ2 . Similarly, we can write Popt = N1 N
n=0 E[xaco (n)] =
P
2
N −1
saco (n) 2
√σ . We also have Peff = P{ saco } = 1
) ] = σ4 . Therefore, we have that
n=0 E[(
2
N
2
2π
q
Pelec = 2Peff and Popt = 2Pπeff as stated in Table I.
For DCO-OFDM, the signal xdco (n) is given by xdco (n) = (sdco (n) + ddco )+ . Recall that
sdco (n) ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) for some σ 2 by Lemma 1. By choosing ddco = 3σ, we can approximate
xdco (n) ≈ sdco (n) + ddco . Hence, we can approximate xdco (n) to be N (ddco , σ 2 ). Then, we
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have Pelec =

1
N

PN −1
n=0

E[x2dco (n)] = 10σ 2 and Popt =

1
N

PN −1
n=0

Peff = P{sdco } = σ 2 . We conclude that Pelec = 10Peff and Popt

E[xdco (n)] = 3σ. We also have
√
= 3 Peff as shown in Table I.

The analysis of PAM-DMT omitted since it is similar to that of ACO-OFDM, leading to the
q
relations Pelec = 2Peff and Popt = 2Pπeff as stated in Table I.
For an ADO-OFDM, the transmit signal is xado (n) = x1 (n)+x2 (n), where x1 (n) = (saco (n))+
(2)

(2)

is the ACO-OFDM signal in layer 1, x2 (n) = (sdco (n)+ddco )+ is the DCO-OFDM signal in layer
(2)

2. Note that saco (n) ∼ N (0, σ12 ) and sdco (n) ∼ N (0, σ22 ) for some σ12 and σ22 by Lemma 1. Then

(2)
x1 (n) ∼ Nc 0, σ12 , [0, ∞) . Moreover, by choosing ddco = 3σ2 , x2 (n) ∼ N (3σ2 , σ22 ). Thus, using
P −1
PN −1
1
2
2
the law of large numbers, we have Pelec = N1 N
n=0 E[xado (n)] = N
n=0 E[(x1 (n)+x2 (n)) ] =
P −1
PN −1
σ12
1
√σ1
+ 10σ22 + √62π σ1 σ2 and Popt = N1 N
n=0 E[xado (n)] = N
n=0 E[x1 (n) + x2 (n)] = 2π + 3σ2 .
2
(2)

We also have Peff = P{ saco
+ sdco } =
2

σ12
4

+ σ22 . Letting σ2 = ασ1 for some α, then Pelec ,

Popt , and Peff can be related through σ1 for a general α. By setting α =

1
2

which equally

distributes Peff in all effective subcarriers of ADO-OFDM, we obtain Pelec = (6 +
√
Popt = ( √1π + √32 ) Peff as shown in Table I.

√6 )Peff
2π

and

In HACO-OFDM, the transmit signal is xhaco (n) = x1 (n) + x2 (n), where x1 (n) = (saco (n))+
is the ACO-OFDM signal in layer 1 and x2 (n) = (spam (n))+ is the PAM-DMT signal in layer
2. Using Lemma 1, we have that saco (n) ∼ N (0, σ12 ) and spam (n) ∼ N (0, σ22 ) for some σ12 and

σ22 . Therefore, xi (n) ∼ Nc 0, σi2 , [0, ∞) . Then, using the law of large numbers, we have Pelec =
PN −1
P −1
σ12 +σ22
1
2
2
+ σ1πσ2 and Popt = N1 N
n=0 E[xhaco (n)] = E[(x1 (n) + x2 (n)) ] =
n=0 E[xhaco (n)] =
N
2
E[x1 (n) + x2 (n)] =

σ√
1 +σ2
.
2π

We also have Peff = P{ saco
+
2

spam
}
2

=

σ12 +σ22
.
4

In general, letting

σ2 = ασ1 for some α, we can obtain relations among Pelec , Popt and Peff through σ1 . By setting
α = 1 which equally distributes Peff in all effective subcarriers of HACO-OFDM, we obtain
√
Pelec = (2 + π2 )Peff and Popt = √2π Peff as shown in Table I.
P
(i)
For LACO-OFDM, the transmit signal is xlaco (n) = Ji=1 xi (n), where xi (n) = (saco (n))+
(i)

is the ACO-OFDM signal in layer i. Using Lemma 1, we have that saco (n) ∼ N (0, σi2 ) for

some σi2 . Therefore, xi (n) ∼ Nc 0, σi2 , [0, ∞) . Then, using the law of large numbers, we
P −1
PN −1
PJ
PJ 1
P σi 2
1
1
2
2
2
√
have Pelec = N1 N
n=0 E[xlaco (n)] = N
n=0 E[(
i=1 xi (n)) ] =
i=1 ( 2 − 2π )σi + (
i 2π )
PN −1
P −1 PJ
P σi
√
and Popt = N1 n=0
E[xlaco (n)] = N1 N
n=0 E[
i=1 xi (n)] =
i 2π . We also have Peff =
PJ
2
PJ s(i)
σi
P{ i=1 aco
} = i=1
. Let σi2 = αi σ 2 for some αi and σ 2 . Then a relation between Pelec ,
2
4
Popt , and Peff can be readily obtained through σ 2 . By choosing αi = 2J−i for i ∈ {1, . . . , J},
which means that Peff is equally distributed in all effective subcarriers, then we obtain Pelec =
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2 −1
2√
)Peff
√
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r
and Popt =

√ J
2 −1
2√
P
√
(3−2 2)π 2J +1 eff

as shown in Table I.

A PPENDIX B
A PPROXIMATION OF D ETECTION -E RROR P OWER FOR QAM C ONSTELLATIONS
Consider an M -QAM symbol x that is transmitted over a flat AWGN channel, and received
at the receiver as y = x + n where n is CN (0, σ 2 ). The receiver adopts an ML detector to detect
x̂. Let the position of x in the constellation be position 0 as shown in Fig. 8. Noise will confuse
the ML detector between the transmitted symbol and its neighbors, and an error will take place
when y falls outside position 0.
We focus on neighbors of the transmitted symbol within the first three rims of position 0 and
assume that the probability of y falling outside the first three rims is negligible. We index the
positions in the three rims using one-digit numbers starting from 1, two-digit numbers starting
from 10, and three-digit numbers starting from 100, respectively. We also denote the Euclidean
distance between position 0 and position i by di , the minimum Euclidean distance of the used
M -QAM constellation by dmin , and the error probability of detecting a symbol x̂ at position i
by pi (i.e., the probability that y falls in position i).
Note that an error event in a QAM constellation can be considered as two independent error
events in a PAM constellation where the noise is the real part or the imaginary part of n [26].
Denote the real part of n by nr , and let pa , pb , and pc be the probabilities that nr is larger than
dmin 3dmin
, 2 ,
2
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and

5dmin
,
2

respectively, i.e.,






dmin
3dmin
5dmin
, pb = Q √
, pc = Q √
.
pa = Q √
2σ
2σ
2σ

(31)
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Then, for the first three rims in a QAM constellation, we have
p2 = (pa − pb )2 ;

(32)

p10 = (pb − pc )(1 − 2pa ), p11 = (pb − pc )(pa − pb ), p12 = (pb − pc )2 ;

(33)

p1 = (pa − pb )(1 − 2pa ),

p101 = pc (pa − pb ),

p102 = pc (pb − pc ),

p103 = p2c .

(34)

For the first three rims of position 0, the power of detection error can be expressed as
P0 = E{|x − x̂|2 } =

X

d2i pi ni ,

(35)

i∈A

where A = {1, 2, 10, 11, 12, 100, 101, 102, 103} and ni is the number of neighboring points
at a distance di from x.
The former discussion applies when x is in position 0. To estimate the power of detection
errors when all points of the M -QAM constellation are considered, we assume that all points
in the constellation are transmitted with the same probability. In this case, ni in (35) should
be replaced with the average number of neighbors at a distance di from x, which is denoted
−QAM
by n̄M
. Then the power of detection errors for a M -QAM constellation, PeM −QAM , can be
i

obtained by modifying (35) to
PeM −QAM =

X

−QAM
d2i pi n̄M
.
i

(36)

i∈A

The calculation of (36) only requires the minimum Euclidean distance dmin , noise power σ 2
and constellation size M . Therefore we can write
PeM −QAM = f(dmin , σ 2 , M ),

(37)

as given in Definition 1.
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